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Abstract. Dactl is a low-level language of graph rewriting, intended for programming highly 
Garallel machines. The language includes, but is not restricted to, the limited form of graph 
rewriting which is commonly used to implement functional language such as Miranda, ML, Hope 
and Clean. In contrast to these functional languages, where the order in which subterms are 
evahtated (the ma!uation strategy) is fixed for all programs, in Dactl the evaluation strategy is 
programmed explicitly. We define a translation of a functional language into Dactl, describe the 
problems encountered and their solution, and prove that the translation is correct. 
There are several programming languages in which programs are term rewrite 
systems. Miranda’ [20], Hope [S], FP [I]? ML [I71 and Clean [6] are examples. In 
these languages, a p rogram consists of a set of rewrite rules defining constants and 
functions, and an expression, also called a term, to be evaluated according to those 
rules. In this paper, we assume some familiarity with the concepts of term rewrite 
systems, such as redex, reduction relation, normal form, regular rewrite system, etc. 
A good reference is [Ig]. 
Herd is ;a simple example of a term rewrite program, written in iranda. It defines 
the well-known factorial function. 
facO= 1 
.‘ac y3 = n * (fac( n - 1)) 
fat IO. 
The term (fat 10) is evaluated by applying the two rules which define the function 
fat, and the following computation ensues: 
fat 10 = 10 * (fac( lo- 1)) = 10 $6 (fat 9) = 10 * (9 * (fac(9- 1))) = 0 l l 
= 10 * (9 * (8 * (7 * (6 * (5 * (4 * (3 * (2 * (1 * 1))))))))) = a l 0 = 36288OO. 
There are some subtleties that may not be apparent at first sight. 
/a) There are built-in arithmetic Q \ eratms, notionally define y an infinite set 
of rules such as 1 + 1 = 2, 5 - 1 = 4 6 * 9 = 54, etc. 
I “randa is a tra~~rna~~ of
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(2) The term (fat 0, ’ is considered to match only the first rule, not the second. In 
lVl:r ‘a nda, if severa! ru!es match a term, o..., AT the first of the matching rules may be 
executed. This reliance on textual order is convenient for the programmer, though 
it causes certain problems for a formal definition of the semaniics. 
(3) The term (fact IO - 1)) is not considered to match the secon fat rule, because 
until the subterm (IO- 1 j is evaluated, it is not known whether the term *night in 
future match the first tule. 
(4) Miranda is lazy--programs may operate on infinite data structures, without 
causing non-termination. This is a point on which term rewrite languages diEer, 
Hope, ML, and FP are strict, while Clean is lazy. 
Dactl [ 12,131 is a language of graph rewriting, designed to be a low-level language 
for highly paralle machines. Here i$ the factorial example written in Dactl: 
Fac[O]3*11 
Fac[n:(INT-O)]+#IMul[nA#Fac[A*ISub[it I]]]1 
lnitial=+*Fac[ lo]. 
Apart from various trivialitie s of concrete syntax (argument-lists enclosed in “[ I”, 
“+” instead of “=“, separation of rules by “I”, no special syntax for arithmetic 
expressions, etc.) there are several more fundamental differences between Dactl and 
the languages discussed above. 
2.1. Graphs, net trees 
While graph rewriting is a common implementation technique for functional 
languages, it is possible to implement these languages by string reduction. Dactl, 
in contrast, explicitly talks about graphs. Graph reduction is an essential part of 
the semantics of Dactl, not an optimisation. 
The right-hand side of a Dactl rule denotes a graph. When there are no repeated 
variables, this graph is essentially the syntax tree. Repeated variables imply identity 
f nodes, yielding a graph rather than a tree. The right-hand side of the second Fat 
~lc denotes the graph of Fig. 1. The meanings of the “*“, “#” and ‘A marks are 
explained below. The graph to bc evaluated by the program is speciticd by means 
of the reserved function sym 01 Initiai. The initial state of the gra 
-ig. I. 
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/ evaluate is specified as the 
Each of the functional languages we mentioned in Section 1 has its own evaluation 
r*-r.4--.. . . h:rbh An+n rn:o-aac +hca em4 - ;sl lX,k’Oh ~8fi(Lcgy, W!IIIUB uLdpIILIIL3 iiib WIU~~ 118 VVLIIUI 3~ cl*bterms may be reduced. That strategy 
lfaries from one language to another, and is reponsible for the fact that some 
anguages are lazy and some are strict. But for each language, the strategy id fixed. 
Such a strategy is usual y driven by pattern-matching. We sa-w in Section ‘1 that 
when evaluating the term fac( lo-l), the attempt o match this against the first rule 
for fat tries to match the subterm (10 - 1) against 0. As (10 - 1) has an operator as 
its princip,, J fucction symbol, this is taken as indicating that this subterm must be 
evaluated to “constructor’* form before continuing with rhe attempt o match. 
Dactl takes a completely different approach. The pattern-matching of Dactl rules 
is a purely passive process: it never invokes evaluation. Instead, the evaluation 
strategy is programmed explicitly, by attaching control marks to the nodes and 
edges Q!f tb_e right-h_ap.d ciflec of fl3e riilw UI___ - _.-_-- 
The basic idea is that at each moment, only certain nodes in the gnqh are 
candidates for eva!uatisn. These nodes are called active. Some nodes may be blocked, 
wai:ing for some of their argument nodes to be evaluated before they can become 
active. The remaining nodes are idle; they are not candidates for evaluation, nor 
are they waiting for other nodes to be evaluated. These states are indicated by the 
markings “*” (active), ‘7 . . . #” (blocked, waiting for as many notifications as 
there are #F), and no mark (idle). The out-arcs from a node to those of its arguments 
on which it is waiting bear the .??ot[,fj? mark ‘@“; other arcs hear no mark. For the 
purpose of discussing the language, the idle and non-notify marks may be denoted 
by Cl M:G ,‘I: respectively. 
Rule-matching and -execution may be attempted at any active node. If there are 
many actille nodes, it may be attempted at any set of them simultaneously. This is 
the source of parallelism in Dactl. Control markings play no other part in rule- 
matching. 
If rule-matching is attempte -d at some active node, but it is found that no rule of 
the system matches, then the node is made inactive, and each of its parents to which 
it is joined by a notify arc is notified. The notify marks are removed, and the blocked 
counts of those pa.,...” rentc are reduced by one. Wherever this brings the count to zero, 
that parent is made active. 
If rule-matching succeeds, then the rule which matched (or one of the 
is more than one) is execute 
of the match is made idle. 
{ii) A new copy of the right-han 
references to free I ariables of the 
nudes to whit 
y 01t.2 
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(iii) Where th e right-hand side specifies a mark on a left-hand side variable, that 
mark is attached to the node the variable was bound to, if that node is currently 
idle. (If the node is active or blocked, its mark is not changed.) 
(iv) All references 1~1 the graph to the root of the matched subgraph are re 
by references to t e root of the copy of the right-ha side. 
In practice, the tentially impractical redirection of all references to the redex- 
root may usually implemented by erwriting the redex-root with the co 
of the root of the copy of the right owever, this is only a useful 
implementation techni redirection is what the formal semantics stipulates. 
Computation terminates when there are no active nodes in the graph. 
We may say that Dactl has, not an evaluu,.” Q+%r strategy, but a meta-strategy: every 
active node is a canlidate for rule-matching and -execution. Within that meta- 
strategy, the user pr rams particular strategies by his assignment of control markings 
to the right-hand s zs of his rules. The “user” will normally be a compiler, not a 
person. 
n?c+r +l_+rpc ?rp in f?c+ mnre g~netnl than nltr d?scription here; for example, a 
rule can perform more than one redirection; and the number of # marks on a node 
need not be the same as the number of out-arcs bearing the notify mark. These 
more general forms allow the translation of logic languages and imperative 
languages, as well as functional languages. We have only described the subset which 
we need for the purposes of this paper. 
Readers acquainted with [l l] should note that paper dea!s with Dact!O, a pre- 
decessor of Dactl. 
2.3. Example of a computation 
Figure 2 illustrates some stages in the factorial computation. We omit nodes which 
are not accessible from the root of the graph; in practicei they will be garbage 
collected only when memory is exhausted. 
*Initial * Fat #IMul 3 + #IMul 
-+ * 3628800 -_) 3628800 
i 
9 40320 
ig. 2. 
2.4. Unordered rules 
We saw that Miranda depends on textual ordering to disambiguate the two rules 
for fat. act1 rule-systems are unordered. If the left-hand side of the second rule 
were replaced by Fac[ n:I[NTF], then the graph *Fac[O] would match both the first 
and second rules, and either could be chosen. In the pattern Fac[ n:( INT--~)], the 
Lb 91 l 
- IS a pattern operator,: P - Q by definition matches any graph which matches 
and not Q. This makes rule-ordering unnecessary. 
In fact, Dactl does include a syntax for expressing rule-ordering, but only as 
syntactic sugar; its semantics is defined by translation to unordered rules and pattern 
operators. 
rr rewrite systems 
3.1. Term rewrite systems 
We assume familiarity with the concepts of term rewriting, such as redex, normal 
form, regular TRS, etc., and will only state our notations. Variables and function 
symbols are alphanumeric strings, variables beginning with a lower case letter and 
function symbols beginning with an upper-case letter or a digit. A term d is either 
a variable x, or has the form F[ tI . . . t,,] (n 2 0); when n = 0 we omit the brackets. 
When we do not need to indicate n, we may also write this as F[_t]. F is the principal 
function symbol of this term. A term is closed if it contains no variables. 
The ith argument of a term t is denoted by t-i. For example, 
Cons[x Cons[y Cons[z Nil]]]*2*2=1 is the term z. The string 2*2* 1 is an address of 
the term. If every address of t is an address of t’, and every a dress of a function 
symbol of t is an address of a function symbol of t’, then t is a pre$x of t’. 
A ,e:t*ri:e rule R has the form t, + t2, -where every variabl appearing in t2 ais0 
appears in t, . t, may be denoted by left ( R ), and i2 by right ( ). It is a rule for t&e 
principal function symbol of t, . A rule-system is a set of rules. e shall exclude 
for the moment notations like Fac[ (I NT - 0)], regarding them as merely a convenient 
shorthan 1 for expressing a large set (in this case, an infinite set) of rules. 
A suhtitution is a function from some set of variables to terms. The result u( t ) 
of applying a substitution G to a term ! ic nhtsind hv replacing every nrcltrreg~e .I. ._‘.‘eUcqrrY ._,; _ _____ 
in t of every variable x in the domain of CT by a(x). Red,.( t, t’) that there 
is a rule t, -jr, of T and a substitution CT such that t = cb( t,) an ‘=0-(t?). t is a 
redex of the rule and t’ its reduct. t +-t’ means t 
replacing some redex contained in t 
A term rewrite syste 
osed under reduction 
systems with or without some type structure. From our point of view, a type system 
merely limits the membership of Terms( T). 
A function symbol ? of a rewrite system is an operator if there is a rule for E 
Otherwise it is a constructor. A term is in constructor_form if its principal function 
symbol is a constructor. 
If F[t, . . . t,,] is the left-hand side of a term rule R and 1 c i =z n, we say that R 
pattern-matches at the ith place if ti is not a variable. If every rule for ,F pattern- 
matches at the ith place, then i is an always-matched place of F. If no ru 
does so, then i is a never-matched place of E Otherwise, i is a sometimes-matched 
place of E 
3.2. Graph rewrite systems 
Dactl is a language of graph rewriting, and graph rewriting is the usual technique 
for implementing term rewriting. Some properties of graph rewriting arc simpler 
than the corresponding features of term rewriting. For these reasons, we shall 
. 
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1lUC a..‘cllll l~vvIlLlll~ iis auvaa, cl**h bet its graphical implementation, 
term graph rewriting. We shall now describe the differences in concepts and notations. 
A term graph t is a rooted directed graph in which each node is laballed with 
either a variable or a function symbol; It L lC closed if it cor~ains no F*ariables. _A 
node labelled with a variabie has no out-arcs, and no variable may occur in the 
graph more than once. The out-arcs of a node are ordered. Every node must be 
accessible from the root. The descendants of a node are the nodes at the other ends 
of its out-arcs. The arguments of a term graph are the term subgraphs rooted at the 
descendants of its root. A term may be considered as a graph, its syntax tree, 
modified by coalescing variable nodes bearing the same variable. To write more 
complicated graphs in a textual form, we can use Dactl syntax. Thus 
Pitis[x:Times[2 33x3 denotes the graph of Fig. 3. (Note that here x does not denote 
a warighla rankle bamt rim . LL‘IU”‘b U”Ub, uL ,....p!y e,.,., YnrPsses the graph_ structure, and is p_ot nrcwwt in the r-v_ ____ _-_ ____ 
actual graph.) There is a natural correspondence between the nodes of a term graph 
and the sub-term graphs rooted at those nodes, and we may USC the two inter- 
When we describe a graph as of the forrlr Fit, . . . t,J, the subgraphs it . . . t,, may 
share nodes. Thus when we write the graph as F[_t], f denotes not a list of graphs, 
but a single graph with a list of n roots. 
The concepts of address and prefix carry over unchanged. For a rewrite rule, we 
ulate that the left- and right-hand sides of the rule are disjoint term graphs. A 
Plus 
2 3 
Fig. 3. 
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term graph is iirreu~- if no arc points to its root, and no more than one arc points 
to any other node. (That is, the graph is a tree.) 
A substitution is now a function which maps a set of variables 3 to the roots of 
a multi-rooted graph 1. he result a(t) of applying a subtitution CT to a term graph 
t is obtained by making a copy off, replacing every arc in t to a variable x in the 
domain of c by an arc to the copy of a(x), and removing all nodes in the new 
graph inaccessible from the root. If the root of t is itself a variable x in the domain 
of o, then the root of thy ntii~ gr~iph is the copy of a(x). This gives 
Red ,.( t, t”) and t + T t’ for term graphs analogous to those for terms. 
Real implementations of term graph rewriting do not perform the redirection we 
have just described, but instead overwrite the root of the redex with the function 
descendant-pointers of the root of the reduct. Where there is no such 
root (if the righr-hand side is just a variable) the technique of “indirection” nodes 
is used. We consider these to be implementation techniques below the level at which 
we are working. From our point of view, rewriting is always performed by redirection, 
and indirectki; M&S never appear. 
A term graph rewrite s_vstem (or TGRS) T is a set of symbols Funct( T), a set of 
rules Rules(T) using only thou, cp symbols, and a set of term graphs TG( T) over those 
symbols, closed under reduction by the rules and by the subgraph relation. 
The remaining definitions of Section 3.1 carry over unchanged. Every regular 
TRS T can be read as a TGRS which we denote by TG. The graphs constituting 
the rules of Tc’ are the syntax trees of the terms in the rules of T, except that where 
the right-hand side of a rule of T has repeated variables, the right-hand side of the 
corresponding ruie of T” has multiple arcs pointing to a single node bearing that 
variable. TG( Tci) is the set of all graphs which “unravel” in the obvious sense to 
terms in Terms( T). 
Barerid? egt et al. [3] discuss in detai; the relation between TRSs and their 
corresponding TGRSs. A term in a regular TRS has a normal form iff every graph 
in the corresponding TGRS which unravels to that term has a normal form. There 
is an obious correspondence between the reduction sequences, each graph redex 
correspo,lding to a set of isomorphic term redexes. 
We shall define a trans!ation from a class of TRS, .IaLV UCII%LI. c ;ntn nqrtr The class is 
by the following conditions. 
e rules must be uiwdered 
We have seen that textua 
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by a transformation in o an eqsivalent unordered rewrite system. His methods apply 
to other rewrite-based functional languages as well. We therefore do not lose 
generality in only considering unordered systems. 
4.2. The rewrite system must be_functiona!, not qplicative 
The distinction we intend by these words is this. I 3 some term rewrite languages, 
all functions are “curried”; a term wr&en as (F t, tz . . . t,,) has two imme 
subsystems: ( F t, tz . l . t,, +) and t,l. In effect, F is a nullary function symbol, attached 
to its arguments by an invisible, left-associative, biilary “apply” operator. Looked 
at in this way, “apply” is both an operator and a constructor, which we will disallow 
below. Instead, we apply F to the whole tuple of arguments at once, writing 
F[i, iz... t, j, -where the immediate SUbtfXiZS are each of i, , t2, . . . , t,. The distinction 
is made clear by the syntax trees of Fig. 4 (which is what we consider these textual 
representations to denote). 
Applicative 
t3 
Fig. 4. 
Functional 
At first sight, this appears to exclude programming with higher-order functions, 
such as this Miranda example. (Miranda is applicative.) 
map S Nil = Nil 
mapJ(Cons x y) = Cons(fx)(mapfu). 
However, it is possible to transform applicative systems into operator-constructor 
form by replacing each operator F of applicative arity n by a set of operators 
F-0 = F, . . . , F,_, , F,,, of arities 0 . . . n, giving the application operator Ap all rules 
of the form 
APw-h - ..xj]x]*Fj+,[x,...x,x] (i:O...n-1) 
and giving F, the original rules for F, with the left-hand side written in functional 
Ibrm. Thus the applicative notation can be seen as syntactic sugar appiied to an 
nderlying functio 
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different arities can be considered as uses of different symbols, one diRerent symbol 
4.4. The rewrite system must be left-linear 
That is, the left-hand side of every rule must contain no repeated v 
term graph rewrite systems, the corresponding notion is that the left-hand side graph 
is a tiee.) Classical term rewriting theory allows rules such as 
The meaning of the left-hand side is that it wi!! match any application of If whose 
second and third arguments are textually identical. For other applications of term 
rewrite systems, non-left-linear rules have their uses, but textual equality of perhaps 
unevaluated subterms is an unsatisfactory concept to include in a programming 
language. In addition, the semantics of term rewriting and graph rewriting deviate 
significantly in the presence of non-left-linearity [3]. None of the languages we have 
kmentioned includes it. In Ptiiranda one may write apparentiy non-left-linear rules 
(e.g. if xy y = v), but this is merely syntactic sugar for a use of the equality operator, 
something quite different from textual equality. 
4.5. 73e rewrite system must be an operator-constructor system 
We require that an operator (i.e. the principal function symbol of some rule) may 
not appear on the left-hand side of any rule except as its principai function symbol. 
Miranda, ope and ML all make a similar restriction. It means, essentially, that 
the pattern-matching performed by a rule for an operator cannot “look inside” an 
application of another operator. 
4.6 Tk rewrite system must be non-ambigtlcruc 
It must be impossible for a term to match two rules for the same operator. Laville’s 
transform Ition [ 161 removes ambiguities which would otherwise be resolved by 
rule-ordering. -We require that there be no other ambiguities. An example of what 
is disallowed is: 
Or[True x]*True [ 
Or[x True+YIrue. 
Regularity is an import 
is reduced in a ter 
and intuitive se 
term 
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and to the concept of neededness. In a regular TRS, a subterm t of a term t’ is 
needed (head-needed) by t’ if t’ cannot be reduced to normal (constructor) form 
without reducing t to constructor form. 
4.7. The rewrite system must be strongly sequential 
This means that for every term T of the system, not in normal form, it must be 
possible to find at least one redex T’ contained in T, such that every reduction of 
T to normai form must reduce T’; and furthermore, such a redex can be determined 
without knowledge of the right-hand sides of the rules. 
A formal definition of strong sequentiality for regular TRSs can be found in [ 14, 
18-J. The definition is rather complicated. However, our restriction to operator- 
constructor systems leads to a great simpiification. 
tie .1. Given a TRS T containing an operator F, a partial F-redex is a linear 
term .t such that the left-hand side of at least one rule for F is an instance of t. A 
partid F-redex is proper if it is not an F-redex. 
A regular operator-constructor TRS is strongly sequential if for every operator F 
S, and every proper partial F-redex t, there exists a variabie x of t such 
that every left-hand side t’ of a rule for F which is an instance of t instantiates x 
to a non-variable. Such a variable is an index of t. 
Note that this condition can be checked for each operator independently, and 
depends only on the left-hand sides of the rules. If we say that an operator is strongly 
sequential if its set of rules is, then a TRS is StrSxgiy sequentiai iff each of its 
operators is. 
.2. The classic example of a non-sequential rewrite system is “Berry’s F” 
F[x 0 1-J*. . .I 
F[l x O]+ . . . I 
F[O 1 xl+. m. . 
These r1rlnC; lUILO are regular. Consider the proper partial F-redex Frx-y z]. For each 
variable of this term, there is a rule for F whose left-hand side is an instance of 
this term but which does not instantiate the given variable. 
The non-sequentiality of these rules is reflected in the difficulty of using them to 
evaluate terms lazily. Suppose that we are given a term F[ t, l2 t3 . If t2 and t3 
evaiuate to, respectively, 0 and 1 (where we assume that in addition to the rules for 
eticj, then we know that only the first 
form, it might be that the term matches rule 3. Whichever of tl, L, or tJ we try to 
evaluate first, we may fall into a non-terminating computation which we might ‘nave 
avoided if we had c osen a different subterm to evaluate. W’c do not know which 
of I,, L, or t3 we must evaluate, without knowing in advance which of them have 
normal forms. ut knowing whether a term has a normal form is a fundamentally 
undecidable problem [2]. 
Contrast the following system: 
Shorter[x Nil] + False 1 
Shorter[ Nil Cons[y ys]]+True 1 
Shorter[Cons[xxs] Cons[yys]]+Shorter[xs ys]. 
These rules compare the lengths of two lists. Given a term Shorterr t, f?], we clearly 
must evaluate tz until it turns into the term Nil or a term of the form Cons[ t r’]. In 
the latter case (and only then) we must evaluate the term tl to the same extent, to 
find czt whether the second or the third rule applies. 
The ~--m.Anl -rrsswne+;no r\F strong sequcntiality csr- 
Ll UblQI p1 up1 LlLcl VI a c that it is a decidable property 
of regular TRSs, and that for any strongly sequential TRS one may construct bn 
evaluation algorithm which will find the normal form of every term which has one. 
Such an algorithm is given in [ 14, IS]. 
4.8. Correctness 
Let t = I”[j] be a~ operaior term. Then we require that if every operator subterm 
nf t &pyr t"- \/* ', ,llan t itself, is replaced by a new variab!e, the resu!ting term (the 
constrercior p ejix of t) m,,, llct be unifiable with the left-hand side of some rule for F. 
In English, this means that pattern-matching may only fail because of unevaluated 
subtermc .,. Vast functional !anguages consider it an error to make an application of 
an operator to constructor terms not matching any of the operator’s rules. Thus we 
are assuming that the user has written a correct program. 
efiniltion ~3. A term rewrite system which satisfies the restrictions of t 
is a simple term rewrite system. When read as a TGRS, it is a simple TGRS. 
A term rewrite system writt 
Dactl rewriting by definition 
control markings. 
med. The task of tsans:ating a 
deciaing on control 
to the normal 
certai ria 
Invari%s 1. -When a e,rode bearing an operator is active, its arguments are already 
sufficiently evaluated for one of the rules for that operator to match. 
Invariant 2. The number of # marks on a node equals the number of its notify 
out-arcs. 
Invariant 3. Every notify arc points to an active or blocked node. 
Invariant 4. Every active or blocked node is head-needed. 
Invariant 1 ensures that when a node is deactivated, it will be in constructor form. 
Invariants 2 and 3 prevent certain forms of starvation. Invariant 4 prevents 
unnecessary computation. 
This only ensures that the initial graph is evaluated to constructor form, not to 
normal form. We shall attend to that later; in the meantime our primary concern 
will be to assign control markings to the rules which will force ac ive nodes to be 
evaluated to constructor form. 
l,x_lp GrF? . . W ZPPL, describe a simple-minded algorithm. It swill maintain invariants 2, 3 and 
4, but in general violates 1. For a certain subclass of the simple systems, the fZat 
systems, it will maintain invariant 1; non-flat systems will be handled by transforming 
them into flat ones. 
Marking a!gorithm 
Mark the root of the right-hand side of every rule with “*” or ‘W”‘, the choice 
depending on its function symbol. Mark an identifier, constructor, or non-pattern- 
matching operator with “*“. Mark a pattern-matching operator with “#‘I”, where 
n is the number of its always-matched places. Mark each arc to an always-matched 
argument with a notify mark, and apply the marking algorithm recursively to the 
nodes pointed to by those arcs. 
End of marking algorifhm 
. ing normalt for 
The translation we have described will only reduce active nodes to constructor 
form. To obtzirm normal forms =fle inti5t add rules defining a normai form evaiuator. 
or a program whose only constructor symbols are integers, Nil and binary Cons, 
the following rules suffice: 
Eval[x:INT]=+*xI 
Eval[x: Nil]=+*x 1 
s[x y]]*##Cons[^#Eval[^*x] *#Eval[^*y]]. 
, a similar rule for Eva1 
itia yt 
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atrix[ Nil]*0 1 
atrix[Cons[x_v]]=+IAdd[AddList[x] AddMatrix[y]] 1 
AddList[ Nil] a0 1 
ist[Cons[xy]]+IAdd[x AddList[y]]. 
We assume that there are aHso rules for the integer addition operator IAdd. Dactl 
rules: 
AddRiatrix[Nil]+*OI 
AddMatrix[Cons[xy]]3##IAdd[^#AddList[^*x] *#AddMatrix[^“y]] 1 
AddList[Cons[xy]]+##IAdd[^*x ^#AddList[^“y]]. 
We can distinguish three different ways in which the marking algorithm may 
violate invariant 1: 
(i) The rules for an operator may require to know more than merely the primzip 
function symbols of its pattern-matched arguments. Guaranteeing that its needed 
arguments are reduced to constructor form before the operator node becomes active 
may not ensure that a rule then matches. 
(ii) Di Zerent rules for an operator may pattern-match different laces. It cannot 
be known in advance which rule will eventually match some use of an operator, 
and so it may not be known which arguments hould be activated. 
(iii) An operator node F[ t, . . . t,,] may appear on a right-hand side, in a position 
which the marking algorithm does not reach. It wil! be !eft unmarked. If it 
becomes active, its arguments may be insufic iently evaluated for pattern-mate 
to succeed. 
We handle these possibilities by transforming offending systems to ehminate the 
8.1. Multi-level patterns 
Consider the following rules. 
Second[Nil]=+Errorl 
econd[Cons[x Nil]]* 
Second[Cons[x Cons[y 
XY 
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The marking algorithm wi!l mark the last rule thus: 
r’;[xy]=+#Second[^*x]. 
However, when a reduc: of this rule is evaluated, the subgraph corresponding to x 
will only have been evaluated far enough to obtain a node of the form Nil or 
Cons[.t, fJ. fn the iatter case, if t_ 7is not in constructor form, then none of the rules 
for Second will match. Evaluating x to constructor form is not enough, as the r 
for Second require more knowledge of i;s argument than the principal function 
symbo!. 
We can transform the rewrite system to eliminate such “multi-level” pattern- 
matching. Define the lez,el of a pattern by: 
level(x) = 0. 
level( F) = 1. 
level( F[ t, . . . t,,]) = 1 + the maximum of Zevel( t,), . . . , /eve/( t,,). 
The second and third rules of the example have level 3. The marking algorithm fails 
to preserve invariant 1 for rules whose level is greater than 2. We must somehow 
eliminate “deep” p;l;terns. 
In the example, let RI, R2 and EJ be the three rules for Second. Their left-hand 
sides have levels 2,3 and 3, respectively. Leave R, unchanged. “Trim” the left-hand 
sides of R2 and R3 to level 2, by replacing deeper subterms by new variables, to 
obtain respectively Second[Cons[xxl]] and Second[Cons[xx2]]. These being 
equivalent up to renaming of variables, we replace R, and R3 by a single rule for 
Second: 
Second[Zons[x x I]] *Second 1 [x x 1] 
where Second1 is a new function symbol. This rule does the pattern-matching 
common to both R2 and R3. down to level 2. Add two rules for Secondl, which do 
the rest of the pattern-matching: 
Secondl;x Nil]+ErrorI 
Secondl[x Cons[y z]]+y. 
hese rules have level 2, so we stop here. If R2 and R3 had been deeper, the rules 
for Second1 would have level greater than 2, but one less than the levels of Rz and 
39 and we would apply the algorithm repeatedly. 
The Dactl translation is then: 
Second[NEl]=+*ErrorI 
Second[Cons[ x x I]] =#Secondl[x A*xl]( 
rror/ 
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Transformation 1: ekmination of rules of level > 2 
For any term t, define t j i (i 3 0) by: 
x/i=x, 
ml/o = Y, 
F[j]/ i + I = F[_tl i]. 
ere y is a new variable, not already occurring in the system being transformed. 
l/i is the list of terms obtained by applying /i to every member of ,t. t/i always has 
level si, and t is a substitution instance of t/i. 
Let F be an operator of the system. Leave unchanged those ruies 
left-hand sides have level ~2. For each deeper rule R for F, define left’(R) to be 
the result of replacing, in !eft( R)/2, every argument in a sometimes-matched place 
of F by a new variable. Partition the deeper rules for F into equivalence c!asses by 
the relation: 
R - R’ @ left’(R) and left’( R’) differ only in the names of their variables. 
Let RI,..., R,, be one such equivalence class, where Ri is 
F[J]+ti (i:l..m). 
We will replace this equivalence class by a single rule for F and a set of rules for 
a new function symbol F’. A different F’ is chosen for each equivalence class. 
Let F[j J be left’( R.j ) for some j: 1 ..m (by the definition of the equivalence it does 
not matter which). Let x be the list of (by linearity, distinct) free variables of _s, in 
order from left to right. Each F[_ti] is equal to F[ui(J)] for some substitution 0, 
defined on 8. The equivalence class is replaced by: 
i”M++-‘Exl 
F [ai(X)]+ti (1 s is n). 
Strong sequentiality implies that _t cannot be just a list of variables, and hence that 
F’[gi(x)] has lesser ievel than F[Ji] = Zeft( Ri). Repeating the transformation often 
enough w 11 therefore eliminate all deep patterns. 
End of tnznsformation 1
For the remaining transformations, we assume that this transformation has first 
been carried out as often as possible. 
8.2. Sometimes-matched arguments 
Hn the rules for Shorter stated in Sectio 
argument, but whether o 
act1 we thus do n 
Shorter on the r 
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We eliminate sometimes-matched places by applying a “trir~~miug’* similar to that 
of transformation 1. instead of replacing deep subpatterns by variables, we replace 
sometimes-mate h d places in the pattern by variables. 
The first rule for Shorter is left uncha d, as it does not pattern-mate 
sometimes-matche places. The left-hand es of the second and thir 
trimmed to Shorter[ a Cons[y ys]] and Shorterr 6 Cons[y ys j], respectively. As these 
differ only in the names of their variables, we replace them by a single rule: 
Shorter[a Cons[y ys]]+Shorterl[a yys] 
to carry out the always-matched pattern-matching common to the two rules. Shorter1 
is a new symbol, whose rules perform the remainder of the pattern-matching: 
Shorterl[Byys]3Truel 
ShorterI[Cons[xxs]yysj3Shorter[xsysj. 
There are no longer any sometimes-matched places. The lmarking algorithm gives 
Shorter[x Niij+*False 
Cons[yys]]+#Shorterl[**~y;:sj~ 
ShorterliOyy.s]+*Truel 
Shorterl[Cons[xxsjyysj-+#Shorter[xs A*ys]. 
Truns_forma tion 2: elimirla tion of sometimes-matched arguments 
Let F be a function symbol with arity n. Suppose arguments 1 . . . a of F are 
always-matched, arguments a + 1 . . . b never-matched, and arguments b+ 1. . . n 
sometimes-matched, with n 2 b + 1. (For simplicity, we suppose this convenient 
ordering of the places of E It is obvious how the algorithm should be modified for 
the general case.) 
Leave unchanged those rules for F (if any) which pattern-match none of the 
places b=+-“, . ..a. Partition the remaining rules into equivalence classes by the 
relation: 
’ @for i: 1 . . . a, 
I’ and kft( R’) l i differ only in the names of their variabies. 
Let one such class be R,, . . . , R,,, where 
where gj, ei and _Si ave lengths a, b and c, respectively. ai is a list of non-variables, 
gi is a list of the same a. Invent a new function symbol F’ (a different function 
I fbr each equiva!ence class), and replace R,, . . . , R, by one rule for F and 
- .-. 
ierm rewrite ianguages in DCX:E _A. L4l 
ere x is a list of new variables the same length as each $i, and y is the list of all 
(by linearity, distinct) variables occurring in a, in order from left-to 
‘4fter doing this for a!1 the equivalence classes3 F has no sometimes-matched 
places. Strong sequentiality implies that each F’ will have fewer sometimca-matched 
places than F had. Therefore we can repeat the transformation to eliminate all 
sometimes-matched places from the TM. 
End of transformation 2
ed w&ems 
Assume that transformations 1 and 2 have been carried out as much as possible. 
Suppose the right-hand side of some rule contains an occurrence of an o 
an argument o a constructor, or as a never-matched argument o an operator. For 
exampie: 
F[A]*. . .I 
G[x]+Cons[ F[x] Nil]. 
The marking algorithm will give these markings to the second rule: 
G[x]+*Cons[F[x] Nil]. 
The application of F is inactive; if in the course of the computation this node 
becomes active (as a result of executing some other rule, such as Wead[Cons[x y]]* 
*x), then those arguments which it pattern-matches may not yet he in constructor 
he rule for F will not match. 
Note that there is no problem if the rules for F do no pattern-mate 
any F node would be a redex without requiring any evaluation of its arguments. 
There 1.~ &y a problem when a pattern-matching operator occurs at the root of a 
subterm which the marking algorithm does not mark. We call such a subterm a 
masked subterm, 
inate masked subterms from the system, by ensuring that we never build 
tion of a pattern-matching operator until it is known to be needed. 
In the example, replace the masked subterm F[x] by F’[x], w ere F’ is a new 
function symbol: 
G[x]=Xons[ F’[x] Nil]. 
Then add a rule for F’: 
F’[x]+ FIX]. 
gives: 
attern-matching, so its use is not maske he marking alg 
G[x]+*Cons[ F’[x] Nil] 1 
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The purpose of F’ iq to delay constructing an application of iY until it is known 
to be needed. 
~r~~sfo~~~t~o~ 3: eiimination of masked subterms 
Let t be the righ -hand side of a rule R, and !,et t’= F[l] be a maximal maske 
subterm of t. That is: 
(i) 1”‘ is a pattern-matching operator; 
(ii) applying ike mar; ’ ;y almrigml tn t t-h% neat rIma?+ the rQQt sf f’; 
(iii) it does mark t e parent Uof t’. 
ew operator F’, replace every use of F as the principal symbol of 
ed subterm by F’, and add the following rule for F’: 
F’M*FM 
where x is a !ist 
existing opcrat 
adding a new one.) 
ct variables the sa length as 1. (Alternatively, if some 
rule of this form, en we use that operator instead of 
The new ru!e doea no pattern-matching, so no use of F’ is masked. The right-hand 
rule contains no masked subterms. Thus we have reduced the number 
erms in the system by one. Repeating the transforma’ion will eliminate 
all masked subterms. 
End of transformation 3 
For each of t ree transformations, the set of terms of the resulting system is 
defined to be the c!osure of the set of terms of the original system by the reduction 
relation of the new system and the subterm relation. 
ectness of t translation for 
A simple TRS is Jlat if: 
ft-hand side has level no more than 2; 
erator has any sometimes-matched places; 
(3) there are no masked subterms. 
&e a flat S, and t a closed term 
program resulting ,from applying the marking algorithm to 
iiiliia’l + { I marked by the marking algorithm > 
ts; we are using them here as met 
y the results of l-3], we mav assume that .t has 2 m-t-rrm~l ffirm in 
ifI d has a normal form in the corresponding TG 
35%/l 162sa41 i “‘Pa& *** 
IS closer to the latter system, it is simpl to study the relation 
it is routine to chesk that each step of whether it ia a rewrite 
preserves the invariants listed in Section 5, and the starting gra 
satisfies them. Those invariants, and the simplicity of 
only head-needed redexes, nd always finds one to red 
head-needed reduction in a TARS finds a head nnrm 
which has one. Cl 
eore . Let be a jlat TM, and I a closed term of 
program resulting from appiying the marking algorithm to and adding the ru%es for 
Eva1 and Initial described isa Section 6. If terminates, Ihen 
and terminates with that normal_form, with no control marb2gs. 
terminate, then t has no normaljbrm in 
roof. The previous theorem shows that if t has a constructor form F[_t] then 
begins with 
Initial + # Eval[^{ marked version of t } j
+* *Eval[F[_t]]. 
Then an Eva1 rule applies, to invoke evaluation of the components ofl. By induction, 
the whole normal form of t is eventually computed, if it exists; otherwise, there will 
be a non-terminating computation. q 
atte~~~g transfor 
We need to know that a TM resulting from flattening a simple T 
sense implements it. For general TWSs, it is difficult to find a sim le definition of 
this noticn, and several have appeared in the literature. owever, if one bears in 
mind the intended use of the simple TRSs considered here, the following definition 
seems appropriate. 
T and T’ be simple T Ss. T’ implements T i 
(i) T’ contains all the function symbols and terms of T; 
(ii) every normal form of T is a normal form of T’; 
(iii) the relations +Jf and -+Jf coincide on terms of T. 
form can be found 
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Given TRSs T an T’ where T is simple, define T +; T’ (i = 1, 2, or 3) to mean 
that T’ is obtained from T by one application of the transformation i 
simple, then performing transformation 1 as 
rmation 2, then transformatkw 3, will transform T into 
implements T. 
~O~tline~. From the description of the transformations, it is clea at the 
through a sequence of simple Ss, and 
terminates -with ed only check that each transformation in the 
rent TRS into a TRS which implements it. 
implementation property requires much work, and is 
proved by arguments based on the possibilities for reordering the elements of a 
reduction sequence in a regular RS. The proof is greatly simplifie by moving to 
term graph rewrite systesns and ing the relations proved in [3] be+ een -mSs and 
As a corollary, we find that it is not necessary to check strong sequentiali 
attempting to flatten a TRS. If it satisfies all the other conditions of simplicity but 
ly sequential, then some applic z;tion of trailsformation 1 or transforma- 
tion 2 will fail to make progress, by producing a pattern-matching operator with 
no always-matched places. 
The counting argu ents used to prove termination also lead to an estimate of 
the complexity of the flattening transformation. To define such an estimate we must 
first give a measure of e size of a TRS. We take the size of TRS to be the sum of 
the sizes of its rules, t size of a rule to be the sum of the sizes of the left- and 
sides, plus I, and the size of a term to be the number of nodes in its 
syntax tree. The size of something is denoted by 11 . . . 1 
A simple TRS 7’ can be transformed to a jlat TKS T’ such that 
=WTlP-C{I ~efiWi?I R E Rules(T)))= 
arse-trees. In 
nent results from transformation 1, and is onlv significant 
nd sides which are both very large and have very unbalanced 
due to flattening. Transformations 
sides. Transformation 3 may break 
Term vewrite languages in Dad 24s 
here is not yet a consensus on a good set of benchmark prob ems to evaluate 
the speed of a functional language implementation. T e well-known NFib function, 
defined by 
hTlZRT1~ - 1-1 ‘VL’J 
NFib[n:(lNT-O- )]= IAdd[l IAdd[NFib[ISub[ll l]] NFib[ 
e functional equivalent of, say, counti up to 2”) is so simple that 
translator to a efinition in Clean yields ctl essentially identical to a 
version. Some larger bench arks have been studied: list-reversing, and the small 
microprocessor simulator described in [9, lo]. In all the cases we have 
automatic translation runs no more than a few percent slower than a 
Dactl nrogram to do the same iob. 
The algorithms presented here illustrate the general approach, but many optimiqa- 
tions can be made. Some, such as strictness a nalysis and symbolic evaluation, are 
techniques commonly built-in to functional language implementations. Here we w/iii 
see that they can be expressed in Dactl. 
12.1. Do not activate constructors 
The marking algorithm activates more things than is necessary. No constructor 
need be made active on the right-hand side of a rule except at the root. The version 
of factorial stated in Section 2 makes this optimisation. 
12.2. Takiefg graphs seriously 
If, as is argued for in [3], one views term graph rewriting as a computatio 
model in its own right, rather than as an implementation of term rewriting, then 
some extra features may profitably be included in th languages to be 
For example, both ML and Clean include a syntax a 
left-hand side of a rule to be ramed, and those names t 
side. Thus, instead of writing a rule Ii 
Last[Gons[x Cons[y z]]]~Last[Cons!j z]] 
we may instead write 
ast[Cons[x w:Cons[y z]]]* 
The right-hand sick of a. rule may be a cyr!k graph, =IS wit this ‘bknot-tying” 
fixe&point operator 
12.3. Strictness analysis for increased parallelism 
Strictness anatys& stich as described in [19], can discover within the 
sides, needed subterms which may not be reached by the marking algorith 
is itself a rudimentary form of strictness analysis). For example: 
Last[Ni!]*Errm] 
Last[Cons[x w:Cons[y z]]]* 
is TM to Dacii give;i: 
Last[Cons[x y]]*#Lastl[x **y] 1 
Last I fx Nil]**x 1 
Last ![x w:Cons[y z]]**Last[ w]. 
We can see that when the second rule for Last1 matches, the term matched by z 
wrll eventually be evaluated. We might as well activate it immediately, resulting in 
a translation for the last rule which obtains more parallelism: 
Lastl[x w:Cons[y z]]**Last[ w]., *z. 
In the example of Section 8.2, the second argument to Shorter1 is never used. 
The translation can be simplified to: 
Shorter[x, Nii]+*Faise i 
Shorter[a Cons[yys]]*#Shorterl[**ays]1 
Shorterl[Nil ys]+*True) 
Shorterl[Cons[xxs] ys]+#Shorter[ %;.s **ys]. 
12.5. Reduce needed redexes present in right-hand sides 
The right-hand side of the rule for Last1 at the end of Section 12.3 contains an 
active term which is already a redex. We might as v;c!l reduce it in the rule itself, 
ucing a copy every time the rule is applied. Re lace the rule by 
Lastl[x w;Cons[t_ z]]*#Last’r[g, ^*Z]. 
aar contain few 
it is wart 
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Dactl’s fine-grain control allows the definition of normalising evaluators other 
escribed in Section 6. For example, “early completion” semantics can 
be achieved by rules such as 
Ear!y[Con$x y] **Cons[#Early[^*x] #Ear!y[^*y]]. 
camp-station evaluated in this way will return a result as soon as constructor form 
is reached, while continuing the computation of the rest of the normal form in 
parallel. Alternatively, instead of interposing the evaluator between t
evaluated and its parents, we can have a right-hand side of the form: 
. . . Z . . . , #ParEval[^*z] 
and rules such as 
ParEval[Cons[x y]] + X ParEval[^*x], # Pz_rEva~[**y]. 
The single arrow indicates that no redirection is performed; the purpose of executing 
the rule is simply tu cause evaluation of x and y. If we only know that at 
“backbone” of a list will eventually be required, we can define a backbone evaluator: 
Backbone[Cons[x y]] -+ # Backbone[^*y]. 
Many other variations are possible. Such evaluators can be used to implemcn; the 
n,‘rore sopb:!stieateBd methods of strictness analysis described ir, [yj. 
Dactl’s computational model a11 _.ovvs multiple rewrites to be performed concur- 
rently on a graph which is shared among all the processing agents. The semantics 
stipulates that concurrent rewrites must not interfere with each other: a act.1 
computation, however it is actually performed, must have the same effect as some 
sequence of rewrites. This basic assumption is necessary in order to be able to reason 
about Dactl computations as we have done in this paper. It might appear at first 
glance iha’ a real parallel implementation would require heavy locking protocols 
to prevent interference between agents. However, we ave shown in [15] that t 
Dactl programs produced by the translation describe here can be implement 
without any such overhead, on hardware whose atomic, seria isable, actions are 
only capable of accessing single nodes. 
e have shown how a class of ter 
-level rewrite language in whi 
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implementations --owever, in contrast to data-flow, the translation retains lazy 
semantics. Little iency is lost, relative io hand-coded Dactl. 
Dactl is at a su ntly low level to allow the expression, not just of the reduction 
relation of a rewrite system, but also of common techniques for i 
reduction. 
This work was partially supported by the Alvey programme. It grew out of work 
with colleagues in the Declarative Systems Project at the University of East Angiia, 
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